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1 Introduction
LPC804 has a Programmable Logic Unit (PLU) module. The PLU is used
to create small combinatorial and/or sequential logic circuits that operate
completely independently from the Arm® Cortex® M0+ Core. The logic
operation can be programmed using software, and NXP provides free tools to
help designers easily implement circuit designs and automatically generate the
required register settings.

PLU features are listed as below:

• Up to 6 inputs from I/O pads

• Up to 8 outputs to I/O pads

• Up to 26 Look Up Tables (LUTs)

• Up to 4 state Flip Flops (FFs)

• Clock input from external I/O pad

• Feedback to MCU via I/O pads or through switch matrix

1.1 Look Up Tables (LUTs)
The PLU module has 26 LUTs, which can implement any combinational function of up to five possible inputs.

The inputs include:

• Other LUT outputs

• State FF outputs

• All inputs available from PLU I/O pads
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Figure 1. Look Up Tables (LUTs)

Each LUT is programmable using LPC804 registers which implements the logic mapping from 5 input lines to 1 output line with
the Logic Truth Value Table. The output is immediately determined (allowing for propagation delays) by matching the input values
of input lines with the entry in the table that matches the input values.

Figure 2. An example of Logic Truth Value Table for a 5-input customized LUT

1.2 Multiplexer
Multiplexers in the PLU are used to set up the connections between units and select the right output signal.
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Figure 3 shows the LUT input and output multiplexers for each channel.

Figure 3. LUT input mux for each channel

Figure 4 shows the PLU output mux for each LUT.
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Figure 4. PLU output mux for each LUT

1.3 Steps for using the PLU
The PLU works as a general peripheral. Configure the PLU as below:

1. Enable clocks

Enable PLU and SWM clock in SYSCON_SYSAHBCLKCTRLx register and toggle the PLU Reset bit in the
SYSCON_PRESETCTRLx register.

2. Assign pins

Assign PLU inputs and outputs to specific pins using SWM_PINASSIGNFIXED0. Some pins can be configured as both input
and output of the PLU. For example, PIO0_08 can be assigned to both PLU_OUT1 and PLU_INPUT0.

3. Create a logic network

Perform as below to implement a logic design with the PLU:

• Considering the approach to be used, direct LUT implementation or using primitive logic gates (or a mix of both
approaches)

• Programming the customized LUTs, if primitive logic gates are not used

• Programming the connection of PLU inputs and outputs to LUTs
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To help developers create a logic design, NXP provides a PLU Config Tool to help user create logic networks easily. This tool
can be downloaded for free from PLU configuration tool page. The following illustrates how to build a simple design with the
PLU Design Tool. MCUXpresso Configuration tools also include support for setting up the PLU, assistant to pin connection and
error checking.

2 Build user App. with PLU Config tool
PLU Config tool can run on Windows 8 or 10.

With the PLU Config tool, a user can:

• Create customized LUTs by direct, LUT-based and/or gate-level design.

• Automatically generate LUT configurations from a schematic design.

• Implement a design from Verilog.

• Generate C code to set up the PLU configuration registers automatically.

Users still need to connect PLU inputs, outputs, PLU clk_in to the physical pins via the switch matrix.

In this document, we build two example circuits to illustrate how to use the PLU Config tool, one using the direct LUT-based design
and the other using a schematic design approach.

2.1 Required environment for demos

2.1.1 Hardware
• LPCXpresso804 evaluation board

• A USB cable

• Host computer

Board rework:

PLU input pins connection (using wires to connect):

• Input1 - CN3_7 (GPIO0_8) to CN8_2 (PLU_IN2, GPIO0_21).

• Input2 - CN3_6 (GPIO0_9) to CN3_10 (PLU_IN3, GPIO0_20).

• Input3 - CN5_1 (GPIO0_10) to CN8_5 (PLU_IN4, GPIO0_19).

PLU output pins connection (using wires to connect):

• Output1 - CN3_1 (PLU_OUT0, GPIO0_14) to CN8_4 (LED_RED, GPIO0_13).

2.1.2 Software
Examples built using MCUXpresso IDE v11.2.1 and SDK 2.8.0 are provided on NXP to complement this application note. Two
sets of demo code are included:

• Using direct, LUT-based design to generate C code to set up PLU configuration register

• Using schematic design to generate C code to set up PLU configuration register

2.2 Direct, LUT-based design demo
This demo illustrates how to use LUT-based method in PLU config tool to create an example LUT-based design with no specific
purpose, just for illustrative purpose, which has the logic needed between inputs and outputs as below.

2.2.1 Logic between inputs and outputs
For this demo, we set up the design for the relationship between inputs and outputs, as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Logic between inputs and outputs for LUT-based design demo

Input3 Input2 Input1 Output1

PLU_IN4 PLU_IN3 PLU_IN2 PLU_OUT0

P0_19 P0_20 P0_21 P0_14 (Red LED, ON for 0)

LUT_IN2 LUT_IN1 LUT_IN0 LUT_OUT0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

1 1 0 1

1 1 1 0

2.2.2 PLU Config tool usage
1. Open the PLU Config tool and choose working flow for Direct, LUT-based design. Place Input ports 1, 2, and 3, then output1

and LUT0 in the schematic, draw the connections between inputs, LUT and output, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Setup connections between input, LUT and output

2. After finishing the connections, on the left of the window, there is a mapping setup window ready for setup. It specifies
connections from the inputs and outputs to specific PLU resources. Map PLU inputs and output to the LUT by choosing the
needed pins from the pull-down menu. The demo code uses PLU_INPUT2 for input1, PLU_INPUT3 for input2, PLU_INPUT4
for input3, and PLU_OUTPUT0 for output1. These relationships are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 6. Map PLU input and output to LUTs

3. In the right panel of the Config Tool, there is a LUT setup form which can be used to set up the LUT values directly, according
to Table 1. Click on the table output column to change the 0 or 1 value as desired.

Figure 7. Set up the LUT value directly

4. After completing the LUT setup, press the Sources tab in this window. The tool generates the C code automatically and this
code can be used to set up PLU configuration registers.
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Figure 8. Generate the C code to set up PLU configuration register

5. Refer to the SDK PLU demo code in the example project, lpcxpresso804_plu_AN_direct_LUT_design. The example code
has a value of 0x55555555 for LUT_TRUTH[0]. Because in this demo only three inputs are used, as shown in Table 1,
the LUT_OUT0 only uses eight values in the truth table, only the first eight bits are needed to configure the LUT, so the
configuration value, 0x00000055, could be used in the output code.

In line30 of the plu_combination.c file, modify the configured value according to the generated C code. And in order to watch
the Red LED only, configure LUT1 (Green) and LUT2 (Blue) to 0xFF.

Figure 9. Modify the SDK PLU demo code according generated C code

2.2.3 Direct_LUT design demo result
1. Set up the board as described in Board rework.

2. Build and run the provided demo code, lpcxpresso804_plu_AN_direct_LUT_design.zip.

3. Input 0 or 1 for input 1, 2, 3 from the MCUXpresso IDE Console window, and watch the Red LED status. The results are
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Direct_LUT design demo result

Input3 Input2 Input1 Output1 - RED LED

0 0 0 OFF

0 0 1 ON

0 1 0 OFF

0 1 1 ON

1 0 0 OFF

1 0 1 ON

1 1 0 OFF

1 1 1 ON

2.3 Schematic design demo
The difference between LUT-based method and schematic method is that in LUT-based method the user defines the LUT truth
table directly. In the Schematic method,the users place inputs, outputs and logic primitive gates, such as AND, OR, XOR, etc.,
connect them, and allows the tool to synthesize the logic network into LUTs.

This demo illustrates how to use schematic method in PLU config tool to configure a wanted LUT which is used to make synthesis
according to the logic units used.

In the schematic design demo, we config an example LUT with no real purpose, just for illustration, which has the logic needed
between inputs and outputs as below.

2.3.1 Logic between inputs and outputs
For this demo, we set logic between inputs and outputs as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Logic between input and output for LUT-based design demo

Input3 Input2 Input1
Output1

(Red LED, ON for 0)

Output2

(Green LED, ON for 0)

PLU_IN4 PLU_IN3 PLU_IN2 PLU_OUT0 PLU_OUT1

P0_19 P0_20 P0_21 P0_14 P0_15

LUT_IN2 LUT_IN1 LUT_IN0 LUT_OUT0 LUT_OUT1

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1

Table continues on the next page...
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Table 3. Logic between input and output for LUT-based design demo (continued)

Input3 Input2 Input1
Output1

(Red LED, ON for 0)

Output2

(Green LED, ON for 0)

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 1

2.3.2 PLU Config tool usage
1. Open a new design in the PLU Config tool to choose the schematic design option. Place needed Inputs 1, 2, and 3, and

output 1 and 2, add logic gates AND1, OR1 in the schematic, and draw the connections between inputs, logic units and
output, as shown in Figure 10. The number of gates that can be added is unlimited. Only inputs, outputs and flip-flops have
a restricted quantity.
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Figure 10. Set up connections between input, LUT and outputs

2. After completing the schematic, on the left panel of the tool, to map PLU input and output to specific input/output resources,
click the mapping and select from the pull-down menu. The demo code uses PLU_INPUT2 for input1, PLU_INPUT3 for input2,
PLU_INPUT4 for input3, PLU_OUTPUT0 for output1, PLU_OUTPUT1 for output2, as shown in Table 3.
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Figure 11. Map PLU inputs and output to LUTs

3. In the top-level menu, select PLD menu and then click Finalize. PLD is a tool to optimize the logic design, mapping it to
the available LUTs. It is implemented using an open source and a third party (UCLA) tool, and is integrated in the PLU
Config Tool installation. If you want to use the standard versions of these tools just click next when the Optimize wizard
dialog appears.

Figure 12. Use PLD to optimize the design

4. Once the finalize operation has completed, click on the Sources tab in the right-hand panel of the tool and observe the C
code that has been generated. This C code can now be used to set up the PLU configuration register.
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Figure 13. Generate C code to set up PLU configuration register

5. Finally, we can modify the SDK PLU demo code in the lpcxpresso804_plu_AN_Schematic_design project. The LUT4 and
LUT5 are used by default by the tool, while in the demo we used LUT0 and LUT1, so the LUT4 and LUT5 in the C Code,
can be changed to LUT0 and LUT1 in the output code.

The generated C code sets a value of 0x88888888 for LUT_TRUTH[4], and 0xeeeeeeee for LUT_TRUTH[5], because in this
demo, only two inputs are used. As shown in Table 3, the LUT_OUT0 and LUT_OUT1 only use four values in the truth table, so
we need only the first four bits to configure the LUT, the configuration value can use 0x00000008 for LUT0 and 0x0000000E
for LUT1.

In lines 30 and 31 of the plu_combination.c file, modify the configured value according to the generated C code, and in order
to enabled changes of the Red and Green LEDs only, configure LUT2 (Blue) to 0xFF.

Figure 14. Modify SDK PLU demo code according generated C code
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2.3.3 Schematic design demo result
Build and run the code. Input 0 or 1 for input1, 2, or 3 in the Console window, and observe the Red and Green LED status, as
shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Schematic design demo result

Input3 Input2 Input1
Output1

Red LED

Output2

Green LED

0 or 1 0 0 ON

0 or 1 0 1 ON

0 or 1 1 0 ON

0 or 1 1 1 OFF

0 0 0 or 1 ON

0 1 0 or 1 OFF

1 0 0 or 1 OFF

1 1 0 or 1 OFF

3 Reference
For further information, see Training Video.
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